The Eagle That Would Be King
The next time Craig Breedlove
encounters Ed Shadle, I’m betting he
doesn’t walk away, but approaches Shadle
with an outstretched, congratulatory hand.

Back in 1997, when Nevada’s Black Rock
was all about setting the world land speed
record Shadle introduced himself to
Breedlove mentioning his world land
speed project.
According to Shadle, Breedlove
replied, “Never heard of you,” then turned
around and walked off. Shadle shrugged it
off and enjoyed the rest of his time watching the Brits propel the world mark past
Mach One.
The following year he and partner
Keith Zanghi simultaneously hit upon the
idea of using a clipped wing fighter jet as
their land locked record machine to confront ThrustSSC’s 763 mph, 1.02 Mach
mark. NAE’s goal is 800 MPH, or Mach
1.05! I spent a couple days with the team
while they were performing low-speed test
runs with the North American Eagle jet
on southern California’s El Mirage dry
lake, home of the SCTA annual points
chase since 1937.
When you want something bad
enough, the lack of money merely induces
astonishing creativity. A few “gender bender” challenges are expected when you
take a military fighter capable of Mach 2.3
(1,600MPH) and make a racecar out of it.
Starting life as a Lockheed F104 Starfighter, Zanghi and Shadle, who didn’t have
cubic cash for engineering development,
figured if you started with a proven Mach
masher the job would go easier.
As if ANY world record attempt
could EVER be deemed “easy,” but let’s
not forget how many servicemen came
home from WWII with crazy dreams of
using drop tanks for race car bodies.
Today, the belly tank lakester is a venerable icon of the sport.
During the refurb, they found the
plane’s original tailfin designation was
FG-763 giving their “junker jet” immediate pedigree status. A squadron of
legendary test pilots had flown this bird,
including Scott Crossfield, Joe Engle, Pete
Knight, Bill Dana and an upstart named
Yeager. Eerily the current world record
stands at 763MPH. When Andy Green
nailed that speed average, he did so 50
years to the day that Yeager flew supersonic. Make of that what you will.
This outing found the team testing
parachutes and steering, as well as giving
team members a chance to develop an
operational work flow. Everyone maintained a good attitude even through the
freak rainstorm that dumped an inch of
rain in 20 minutes turning the lakebed
into a gooey mud hole with the consistency of wheel grease. Filthy and wet, they
stayed positive and made a party out of the
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problem – including the ninnies who
stayed dry in the trailer!
A tip of the brim goes to crew chief
“Big” Bill Eckberg who, despite a painful
foot injury, traveled down for the tests
directing operations from the trailer with
his foot up on ice. That’s the kind of guy
you want on your side in a fight. The
Eagle is in good hands with Al Von
Hollen’s jet engine smarts. Team member
Bernard McVay, who is a welding and fabrication pro, is a strong link, as is Ed’s son
Cameron Shadle, who looked after dad as
well as the car.

My only criticism is that the team
must learn to take better care of themselves and their driver. When Shadle was
strapped in performing a static test, there
should have been a shade umbrella over
him as the cockpit is slow-cooking crockpot — lid up or down. Also, the crew
chose to sort out a minor problem on the
playa rather than tow back to the pit, plus
they neglected to erect temporary shade
for the working crew. Hey boys, dump the
macho mindset, conserve your energy and
focusing ability, you’ll need every erg.
Contact the NAE if you want to be the
official “shade sponsor” and donate the
above items: www.landspeed.com

THE GO AND THE WHOA
The NAE’s J79 produces a staggering
amount of energy per square foot and is
more than capable of propelling Shadle
past Green’s record. It is also powerful
enough to ingest an adult standing within
28 feet of its inlet ducts instantly creating
human tartar. Power that demands respect
24/7/365.
For instance, team members know
they can’t have any loose items in their
pockets when the bird is running because
the induction force will suck whatever

they forget to stash right into the inlets
through the compressor, combustion
chamber and past the turbine blades
destroying the engine in seconds.
The motorsports mascots of ingenuity, land speed racers rarely have money
for wind tunnel testing, so the NAE team
will be checking out every component and
system under real world conditions – aka
“seat of the pants” evaluations.
Some things have great reliability,
like Ed Drumheller’s parachute system
design that mimics those used on Apollo,
Gemini and Mercury space missions. Other tasks are daunting. More than 30 years
had elapsed since the frame had been fitted with an engine. And let’s not forget

about tires.
NAE wheels will spin past 8,000
RPM as Ed throttles up to glory. These
very special go-fast disks require precision
machining within 1/4 the thickness of a
human strand of hair. Because the teensy
metal molecules pull apart as the wheel
spins, its diameter grows. Aluminum, even
forged, stretches, so it is critical that the
yield strength be greater than the max
stretch.
Taking on that task is Canadian Steve
Green, owner of Eagle Machine in
Abbotsford,
British
Columbia
(www.eaglemachine.ca). Green is also a
Motorcycle Technical Inspector for the
Southern California Timing Association
(SCTA) and Bonneville 200MPH Club
member. Involved since 1995, he has been
responsible for numerous components on
the car.
“We’ll need 34-inch high strength
forged aluminum wheels and high
strength means more notch sensitivity,”
revealed Green,” We are working with
rotating mass engineers who understand
the need to avoid cracks at all cost. I
thought a thin titanium tire would mitigate crack propagation. Titanium is not
only very hard and tough, but very light
— about 10 times less notch sensitive than
aluminum.”
The engineers agreed. Once
machined, the wheels will be cooled with
nitrogen to induce shrinkage and then a
titanium ring will be dropped on – the
same method used to make wagon wheels
more than a century ago. “The titanium
tire will also give us additional hoop
strength, ” Green concluded.
The problem is getting the forgings.
Green can machine the wheels and even
make the forging dies at his shop in Canada, but NAE needs a foundry to help
squeeze the 6al4v (64) material into shape.
Easy stuff if you have cash. Anybody up
for squeezing a couple chunks of “64” for
NAE?
If it were not for the help of the
Canadians, the NAE project certainly
would not have gotten as far along as it
has. I salute the efforts of our northern
neighbors for their resolute dedication to
the project, but I am at the same time
dejected by the lack of help from the
USA. This nation has the brains, ability,
and more than enough financial potential.
Why then does it ignore the pinnacle of
motorsports?
“Americans don’t care about the

world land speed record,” flatly stated
Steve Garcia, a quality control engineer,
life-long racer and exceptional model
builder, “They don’t care about the
incredible science problems you have to

solve, they just want to be entertained by
mindless motorsports. That’s why
NASCAR is so popular — but to me it’s
just the world wrestling federation on
wheels.”
Garcia, who mainlines Cheez-Whiz
right out of the can, has an uncanny ability
to quickly hone in on perspective. Could
this be why NAE has been struggling to
obtain their goals in the land of supposed
plenty? If the NAE was benefit of a fraction of what corporate America pours into
other race car teams, the world record
might ALREADY have changed hands.
From what I saw out on El Mirage,
the NAE project earned my respect, and is
to be congratulated for getting this far
along on its own, and deserves to catch a
break. They possess not only the ability,
but the all-important tenacity to get the
job done.
For an old jet head like me, hearing a
J79 spool up is melodious music, Jerry
Lamb’s magnetic brakes got a “golly
wow!” out of me. No pistons, no calipers,
no overheating. Steve Green first created
a solid model of Lamb’s concept followed
by a three-month development period to
fabricate a working prototype for the rear
wheels.
Prepare to be dazzled. The magnetic
brakes are non-friction. Inboard of each
rear wheel, mounted in stainless steel
brackets is special magnetized bar of rare
earth Neodymium Iron Boron Magnets.
Each magnet exerts a force that can lift a
650 lb block of steel and there are 29
magnets per disk.

When Shadle depresses the brake
pedal these magnets will be moved close
to, but will not touch, an aluminum rotor
mounted on the inside of the wheel hub.
As the magnets approach the rotor, eddy
currents are created, a magnetic resistance
flux that exerts a braking force on the
spinning aluminum rotor by quickly turning kinetic energy into heat. The closer
the two plates come together, the stronger
the braking force. Tests show the heat
build is less than 300 F.
“We are very, very happy and can’t
believe how simple it is,” Green enthused,
“The system reacts in microseconds — as
fast as electricity. The beauty of this system are the self-regulating forces, as the
wheel slows down, the magnetic attraction
dissipates so there is no chance for human

error.” Check out Lamb’s concept for
yourself : www.magna-force.com.
Shadle and Zanghi have bankrolled
most of the financial burden themselves.
Green and others like him, have contributed passionately with time and talent
on a variety of levels. Nevertheless, NAE is
far short of what’s required to mount a vigorous record challenge despite
demonstrating an incredible return on all
investments thus far. I’m hoping they can
stay the course, but how much patience
and perseverance can be expected?
“If there is enough disillusionment,”
Shadle frankly admitted, “It can get to you.
Ken and I support each other in times like
that. Then we have team member support.
We have such incredible skill levels on this
team. Hanging around with any of them

for a day it like attending a technical seminar where you’ll learn a lot if you just
shut-up and listen.”
Shadle and Zanghi are resilient guys with
a big dream – just like most land speed racers – ordinary people poised to do
extraordinary things. If they were to catch
a break, acquire some hard cash sponsorship, the show ought to be exceptional.
Until then, says Shadle, with his race face
on, “We’ll just keep working at it.”
Note: Photojournalist Louise Ann Noeth is
the authoress of the award-winning book,
“Bonneville: The Fastest Place on Earth,” a
complete historical review of the first 50 years
of land speed racing now in its 6th printing.
For more details and to order, go to: www.landspeedproductions.biz.
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